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ABOUT SARMASAZAN

SSJ Eng. Company started his activity on 2005 
based on selling HVAC systems in Iran market. 
During 2005 to 2018 we provided more than 
150.000 USRT Cooling capacity, chillers for about 
600 Projects and about 100.000 Fan coil units and 
air handling units was supported to the projects. 
we provide our customers world best brands. From 
America, Europe and Asia; we partnered York, 
Century Yair, Chigo, Foundation, Maxa, Hitachi 
and so on. Technically we negotiate with clients 
and offer them best solutions for their projects and 
if they need, we will suggest them more selections, 
Since we know all brands weaknesses and 

advantages. The best selection is based on both 
quality and price and we are able to provide both 
of them for clients.

We have good experiences in opting the optimum 
HVAC system for the projects according to their 
conditions through the best and luxurious brands or 
good and normal brands from professional 
companies around the world. Also we have 
Prepared an after sales team to support our 
projects technically. They will be updated with 
new products every year, from the factories of our 
partners.
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OUR PARTNERS & PRODUCTS
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Air Handling Unit

Chiller

Air Cooled compressorMini VRF VI Fan Coil Unit Air Condition systemVRF

http://sarmasazan.co/?p=820
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AFTER SALE SERVICES

The most important goal of Sarmasazan
Jaam-e-Jam engineering company on its 
road of success is customer satisfaction. 
To reach it, we have a comprehensive 
after sales service network all across the 
country. We are ready to render 24/7 
services to our dear customers. 
Customers are the key point to our 
business. Coordination and customer 

satisfaction is a rule to our company. 
From management to our financial 
department, service and sales, customer 
satisfaction is our highest priority. The 
secret of the leadership of Sarmasazan
Eng. Company is the innovative 
processes for customer services and 
constant customer care. 
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HIGHEST QUALITY SALES

Another important goals in Sarmasazan Eng. Company is 
selling products with the best quality and competitive 
price. Customers rights is a priority to us. we regulate and 
adjust the processes and ongoing activities in 
Sarmasazan Jam-e-Jam Eng. Company based on 
customer’s need. In a way that they get the chance to 
be actively involved in all aspects of the work from 
product design to marketing, training, development, 
sales and performance evaluation and give suggestions. 

In the meantime, dissatisfied customers are welcome to 
challenge our company and we are open to their 
criticism and offering solutions for improvement. This way 
they find a special stance and are considered the best 
source of learning. The employees are so eager in giving 
service and getting customer satisfaction. we value  our 
customers in order in a way that all of our resources are 
used to maintain customer satisfaction. 
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OUR CLIENTS 
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(+9821) 21600

(+9821) 220 373 10 -11

Unit25, No.7, Safari Alley, Bidar St.,

Shahid Fayazi St,Elahie, Tehran -Iran

www.sarmasazan.co

info@sarmasazan.co


